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what is agniveer? this is a career-enabling scheme, in which selected youth will join the armed forces of india for a four year term on completion of which they will be awarded a tax-free financial assistance of rs. 11.71 lakh. more than a decade old, the agneepath scheme has
been reworked to meet the needs of today’s youth, who are confident in their skills and potential, are keen to serve and are looking for a viable career option. this scheme is aimed at the economically weaker sections of the society. only half of the joining generation is
literate and the career prospects of the youth are bleak, putting their social and economic future in jeopardy. who should apply? indian youth between the age of 17 and 23 years. a girl who wants to join the army as a part of vayu (air force) and vayu (navy) can apply for the
army agneepath baloni. only the male candidates between the age of 17.5 to 23 years who want to join the army as a part of vayu (air force) and vayu (navy) can apply for the indian army agneepath vayu prabhakara recruitment scheme. army agneepath vayu prabhakar
bharti scheme - a summary of the army agneepath bharti scheme and the army agneepath scheme. this scheme is open for all youth between the age of 17.5 to 23 years who want to become a part of the indian army. in 2022, only male candidates between the age of 17.5
to 23 years can apply for this.army agneepath vayu bharti scheme 2020. in the phase 2 of the agniveer programme, they will serve as vayu (air force) or vayu (navy).
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